
Maths 

 Add and subtract numbers mentally 

 Add and subtract numbers with up to three digits, using formal  written 

methods of column addition and subtraction. 

 Estimate the answer to a calculation and use inverse operations to check 

answers. 

 Write and calculate mathematical statements for multiplication and division 

using the multiplication tables they know. 

Stunning start to topic: School trip to  

 

Fabulous finishers to topic:  Stone Age Day 

Links with the community: Talk given by ar-

chaeologist  

Life Skill: To learn how to play team games 

and how important teamwork is.  

English 

 To generate questions about a text 

 To make inferences and predictions 

  To use descriptive techniques 

 To write in role 

 To infer a characters feelings 

 To create posters/use persuasive techniques 

 Use skills including: expanded noun phrases, fronted adverbials 

and similes. 

 

Science 

 Match rocks to their properties and suggest uses for them. 

 Explain how fossils are formed. 

 Describe how to change a rock to a metamorphic state. 

 Test rocks for suitability.  

Group : 

 

Value of the Term: Kindness 

PSHE/CHP focus: Healthy Minds 

Year Group:  3         Term 2     Topic:  The Stone Age 

Computing 

 Programming in order to achieve a result 
 

 Explore how to change sprites and backgrounds 
 

 Create a sequence for a sprite 
 

 Investigate, write and implement algorithms 
 

 Use if, then statements 
 

 See how loops make programming easier  



Stunning start to topic:  School trip to  

Fabulous finishers to topic:  Stone Age Day  

Links with the community: Talk given by 

archaeologist  

Life Skill:  To learn how to play team games 

and how important teamwork is.  

Group : 

 

Value of the Term: Kindness 

PSHE/CHP focus: Healthy Minds 

Year Group:  3        Term  2            Topic:   

Art 

 Use sketchbooks to collect and record visual 

information from different sources. 

 Plan and refine drawings as necessary.  

 Use charcoal and pastels to recreate Stone  

Age drawings. 

 Use natural materials to make Stone Age 

tools. 

PE 

 Keep possession  within a team game by passing and 

moving into a space. 

 Progress towards goal/target on own and with oth-

ers. 

 Know how to use space effectively in games. 

 Stay close to an opponent making it difficult for them 

to move into space. 

Music 

 Perform simple notes on the recorder  

 

 Perform in a group or as a soloist   

 

 Play a recognisable tune  

 

 Practise and improve my performance  

  

 

Geography 

 Changes in Britain from the Stone Age to the Iron Age. 

 Use a time line to place events I have found out about.  

 Use evidence to give reasons why changes may have occurred. 

 Show on a time line, the changes that I have identified.  

 I can describe some similarities and differences between some 

people, events and objects (artefacts) I have studied. 

 Collect evidence about the past. 

French 

 They were to learn about Remembrance and Christmas tradi-

tions.  

  To ask and answer questions about themselves.   

 Appreciate that French has different written markers and the 

importance of intonation.  

 Learn colours. 


